HEMP PAPER SAVES TREES…
& CREATES JOBS
Farming 10,000 Acres of Hemp
Will Provide as Much Paper,
Building Materials & Pulp as
41,000 Acres of Forest.
— Source: US Dept. of Agriculture
USDA Bulletin 404

In 1916, the U.S. Department of Agriculture issued a dire warning:
America does not have enough forest land to last to the end of this
century, given our vast appetite for paper, building materials, cellulose and
other useful wood pulp products.
However, Bulletin 404 also offered a profitable solution: Grow more hemp!
Virtually anything we make of wood can also be made with hemp. But with its much higher sustainable yield,
we can enjoy a net gain in commercial productivity and an overall growth in our standard of living.
Selective cutting of trees, combined with hemp agriculture means more jobs for Americans.
Careful forest management would place old growth forests off-limits to cutting and ensure a future of quality
wood products with jobs for loggers, while the hemp industries create thousands of new jobs throughout the
economy. Yet today, as the last stands of ancient forests are being destroyed, state and federal regulations
prohibit American farmers and businesses from using this sustainable resource.
It’s time for our government to take its own advice. It’s time to stop clear cutting trees and go back to
harvesting hemp, like Presidents Washington and Jefferson did. Or our children will not have trees or jobs.
—————————————————

Contact your elected officials and demand that they act now to restore hemp to
American agriculture and industry. Save our farms, jobs, mills and forests.
—————————————————

HEMP: IT’S THE EARTH’S PREMIER SUSTAINABLE NATURAL RESOURCE!
HELP RESTORE HEMP WITH BACH
For further information and a list of resources, contact:

BACH TREE-0101

POB 1716, El Cerrito CA 94530 • 510-215-8326 • www.chrisconrad.com
Recommended reading: Hemp: Lifeline to the Future by Chris Conrad, FREE with your $15 minimum donation to BACH.

